Master your Ocean Transportation

Today, shippers lack the visibilty & control
they need over their complex operations

Teams with proper collaboration
work 15% faster and

73%

better

- Deloitte

With container information spread across team

45% of repetitive logistics tasks

members, forwarders & carriers, data is often

can be automated

decentralized and unavailable. Without real-time

- McKinsey

visibility, it's impossible for shippers to have the

$180 billion can be saved in global

control they need over their shipments, partners &
performance.

trade each year from more efficient
processes
- IBM

Expand your Visibility & Control
As the world's leading container shipping platform, BuyCo centralizes the players of the supply chain into
one place to automate daily operations, track shipments in real-time, and benefit from overall visibility

Collaboration

Execution

Visibility

Automate routine shipping processes

Organize shipping documents & records

Collaborate on a shipment in one shared space

Be notified with exceptions, deadlines & tasks

Get a 360° view of progress & completion

Monitor contracts & increase negotiation power

Simplify shipment carrier scheduling & booking

Measure volumes & operation efficiency

Track shipments from door to door

Evaluate partners' performance

Make better,
faster decisions

Improve
customer satisfaction

Reduce
shipping costs

Analyse & improve performance
with robust KPIs. React quickly
to exceptions with real-time
information from your carriers.

By offering a portal to your
customer, they can be updated
with the status of their shipment
as soon as you are.

BuyCo increases your power in
negotiation with your carriers,
lowers internal costs, and
diminishes D&D.

Direct Connection with 95% of Carriers

Our deployment is on a large scale. We chose BuyCo
for its robustness and ability to deploy quickly. They
are far more responsive and agile on deployment than
any other provider we use.

Compatible with all Freight Forwarders

Our productivity significantly increased thanks to
standardized automated workflows and reduction of
non-value added tasks.

Wandrille De Thomassin
Global Technology Logistics VP

They trust us

Ready to Optimize your Operations?
Get up & running in 4 weeks!

Increase your visibility & control
Execute your operations 50% faster
Reduce your shipping costs

Contact us
sales@buyco.co

Nadège Roudergue
Total Logistics Manager

